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Abstract. The CKM matrix element |Vcb| can be extracted by combining data from ex-
periments with lattice QCD results for the semileptonic form factors for the B¯ → D(∗)`ν¯
decays. The Oktay-Kronfeld (OK) action was designed to reduce heavy-quark discretiza-
tion errors to below 1%, or through O(λ3) in HQET power counting. Here we describe
recent progress on bottom-to-charm currents improved to the same order in HQET as the
OK action, and correct formerly reported results of our matching calculations, in which
the operator basis was incomplete.
1 Introduction
The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element |Vcb| normalizes the unitarity triangle,
and the uncertainty in |Vcb| propagates to many quark-flavor observables such as εK [1], limiting
the precision of constraints on the CKM matrix. Accordingly, determinations of |Vcb| with greater
precision are essential to improve these constraints and understand the mechanism underlying the
dynamics and CP violation of the quark-flavor sector.
|Vcb| can be extracted from the exclusive semileptonic decays B¯ → D`ν¯ and B¯ → D∗`ν¯. The ap-
proach involves combining the branching fractions from experiments with the form factors calculated
on the lattice [2–4]. The calculations of the form factors by the authors of Refs. [2, 3] have so far
relied on the Wilson clover action [5] interpreted nonrelativistically via HQET [6, 7] to control the
discretization errors of the charm and bottom quarks, with final errors of 2 − 5% [2, 3]. Given precise
lattice inputs for the form factors, the data from BELLE2 at KEK will allow extractions of |Vcb| at the
subpercent level.
The Oktay-Kronfeld (OK) action is an improved Wilson action developed to reduce the discretiza-
tion errors of heavy quarks to below 1% even on lattices with spacings as large as a ≈ 0.12 fm [8].
For quark masses large compared with the lattice cutoff, the OK action possesses heavy-quark sym-
metry. To design the OK action, it is convenient to use tools of HQET [9] and NRQCD [10] to
quantify the heavy-quark discretization errors and to tune the action to the continuum limit [7, 8]. For
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heavy-light systems, HQET power counting is appropriate, while for quarkonia, NRQCD provides
the appropriate power counting [8]. The OK action includes all dimension-five, all dimension-six,
and some dimension-seven bilinears through O(λ3) in HQET. Estimates of truncation errors indicate
that one-loop matching of dimension-five bilinears and tree-level matching of the dimension-six and
-seven operators should suffice for the target precision [8]. Numerical tests of the tree-level matched,
tadpole-improved OK action indicate significant improvement even without one-loop matching of the
dimension-five bilinears [11].
To reduce systematically heavy-quark discretization errors in calculations of the B¯→ D(∗)`ν¯ form
factors, the flavor-changing (b → c) currents must also be improved through O(λ3) in HQET. In
addition to the dimension-four improvement term introduced in Ref. [6], the improved current must
include dimension-five and -six operators. In Sec. 2, we introduce an improved current in terms of
an improved quark field. In Sec. 3, we write down matching conditions and describe a tree-level
matching calculation via HQET. In Sec. 4, we discuss the results. We add two appendices to describe
some technical details.
2 O(λ3)-improved quark field
To take advantage of using the OK action in calculating form factors of B¯ → D(∗)`ν¯ semilep-
tonic decays, the improvement of flavor-changing currents should be performed to the same level,
i.e., through O(λ3) in HQET power counting. In case of improvement through O(λ), the current
improvement was performed by introducing an improved quark field [6],
JlatΓ ≡ Ψ¯IcΓΨIb, (1)
where ΨI f is the improved quark field and Γ represents the Dirac spin structure.
Our basic assumption is that improving quark fields is sufficient for the improvement of currents
at the tree level [6]. To improve the current up to O(λ3), we extend the construction of the improved
quark fields to higher dimension. To obtain the results of Ref. [12], we assumed an ansatz for the
improved quark field motivated by the symmetries of the theory and the operators appearing in the
OK action, which turns out to be insufficient because two operators were missing from the operator
basis. These two additional operators are essential to match four quark matrix elements at O(p) in the
external heavy-quark momentum and at O(λ3) in HQET.
Considering the Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani (FWT) transformation on the continuum quark action,
we are led to include two new operators in the ansatz. To O(1/m3), the FWT transformation [13] used
to obtain the O(1/m3) HQET Lagrangian [14] from the Dirac action is
Q =
[
1 − 1
2m
γ · D + 1
8m2
D2 +
i
8m2
Σ · B + 1
4m2
α · E − {γ4D4,α · E}
8m3
− 3{γ · D, D
2}
32m3
− 3{γ · D, iΣ · B}
32m3
− {γ · D,α · E}
16m3
+
[γ4D4, D2]
16m3
+
[γ4D4, iΣ · B]
16m3
]
h + O(1/m4), (2)
where Q is the Dirac field, and h is the heavy quark field in HQET. Accordingly, we consider an
ansatz for the improved field that includes all operators analogous to those in the continuum FWT
transformation of Eq. (2) as well as those corresponding to lattice artifacts,
ΨI(x) = em1/2
[
1 + d1γ · Dlat + 12d2∆
(3) +
1
2
idBΣ · Blat + 12dEα · Elat +
1
6
d3γiDlat,i∆i + dEE{γ4Dlat,4,α · Elat}
+
1
2
d4{γ · Dlat,∆(3)} + d5{γ · Dlat, iΣ · Blat} + drE {γ · Dlat,α · Elat} + d6[γ4Dlat,4,∆(3)]
+ d7[γ4Dlat,4, iΣ · Blat] + dz3γ · (Dlat × Blat + Blat × Dlat) + dzEγ4(Dlat · Elat − Elat · Dlat)
]
ψ(x), (3)
where we set a = 1 for convenience.
The terms in Eq. (3) with coefficients d3, dz3 , and dzE have no analogues in Eq. (2). The d3 term
breaks rotational symmetry and is necessary to remedy symmetry breaking. In Eq. (2), the dz3 and
dzE terms are absent, which reflects the fact that they vanish at tree level, as reported in Ref. [12].
Comparing Eq. (3) with the ansatz of Ref. [12], we observe that the terms for d6 and d7 are new.
These correspond to the last two terms in the FWT transformation of Eq. (2). In our previous paper
[12], our calculation at O(p) was incomplete, so that we missed the d6 and d7 terms. An explicit
matching calculation of the lattice and continuum four-quark matrix elements via HQET indicates
that the ansatz with the d6 and d7 terms suffices to match these matrix elements at tree level through
O(λ3).
3 Matching calculation
In this section we describe how to determine the coefficients di in the improved quark field. We
match the following four-quark matrix elements at tree level between the lattice theory and continuum
QCD,
〈`(η2, p2)c(η′, p′)| Ψ¯IcΓΨIb |b(η, p)`(η1, p1)〉Lat ↔ 〈`(η2, p2)c(η′, p′)| c¯Γb |b(η, p)`(η1, p1)〉Con , (4)
where ` represents a light spectator quark, and c and b indicate a charm quark and bottom quark,
respectively. At tree level gluon exchange may occur at either the b-quark line or the c-quark line.
The matching conditions for the coefficients in the improved b- and c-quark fields factorize at the
tree level, and the coefficients in each field are determined separately. Hence, we consider only gluon
exchange at the b-quark line, because the results for the c-quark field are formally identical.
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terms
Figure 1. The tree level, lattice diagrams with gluon exchange at the external b-quark line. The dot without a
gluon line in (a) diagram represents the zero-gluon vertex, and the dot with a gluon line in (b) diagram represents
the one-gluon vertex from the improved quark field.
The corresponding lattice Feynman diagrams are given in Figure 1. One gluon exchange diagrams
show up in two different ways: The one-gluon vertex of the action in Fig. 1 (a) can emit a gluon, and
the improvement vertex of the b quark in Fig. 1 (b) can do it, too. Comparing these lattice diagrams
with the continuum diagrams provides the following matching conditions for the improved b-quark
field,
nµ(q)
[
R(0)b (p + q)S
lat(p + q)(−gta)Λµ(p + q, p) + (−gta)R(1)bµ (p + q, p)
]
Nb(p)ulatb (η, p)
= S (p + q)(−gta)γµ
√
mb
Eb
ub(η, p) , (5)
where the LHS (RHS) represents the lattice (continuum) part. Here, q is the four-momentum of the
gluon, and µ and a are the Lorentz and color indices, respectively. nµ(q) = 2 sin( 12qµ)/qµ is the
wave function factor for the lattice gluon. Nb(p) is the lattice spinor normalization factor for the b
quark, which corresponds to
√
mb/Eb in the continuum. S b and S latb are the b-quark propagator in the
continuum and on the lattice, respectively. Λµ is the one-gluon vertex of the OK action [8].
The contributions of the improvement parameters di enter through the zero-gluon vertex R
(0)
b and
the one-gluon vertex R(1)bµ from the improved quark field. The explicit formulas were given in Ref. [12].
The results for R(1)bµ must be corrected for the addition of the d6 and d7 terms; the results for R
(0)
b are
unchanged. Then we have
R(1)bi = R
(1)Ref. [12]
bi + e
m1,b [ sin(p4 + q4) − sin p4][2d6γ4 sin(pi + 12qi) − ii jkd7 cos 12qi sin q jΣkγ4
]
, (6)
R(1)b4 = R
(1)Ref. [12]
b4 + 4e
m1,bd6 cos(p4 +
1
2
q4)
3∑
j=1
[
sin2
1
2
(p j + q j) − sin2 12 p j
]
. (7)
The spatial momentum of the b quark p and the four-momentum of the gluon q are of order ΛQCD,
small compared to mb and the lattice cut-off scale 1/a. Expanding both sides of Eq. (5) in powers
of p/mb, q/mb, pa, and qa, all the terms are organized by powers of λ ∼ aΛQCD ∼ ΛQCD/2mb.
Expanding through O(λ3), both sides of Eq. (5) can be sorted into terms of the zero- and one-gluon
vertices of the lattice and continuum HQET Lagrangians and flavor-changing currents [7]. Explicitly,
the LHS of Eq. (5) can be rewritten as follows,[
Rlat,(1)HQ,µ (p + q, p) +
∑
n
Rlat,(0)HQ (p + q)
( 1
iPlat4
Λ
lat,(0)
HQ (p + q)
)n 1
iPlat4
Λ
lat,(1)
HQ,µ (p + q, p)
]
(−gta)u(η, 0), (8)
where Plat4 ≡ plat4 − im1,b + q4 is the time component of the residual momentum of the internal b quark.
Λ
lat,(0)
HQ and Λ
lat,(1)
µ,HQ are the zero- and one-gluon vertices of the lattice HQET Lagrangian, respectively.
Rlat,(0)HQ and R
lat,(1)
HQ,µ are the zero- and one-gluon vertices from the lattice HQET current, including the
correction terms analogous to those in the FWT transformation of Eq. (2). Expressions for the vertices
are given in Appendix A. The external b quark is on shell,
plat4 − im1,b = i
 12m2,b p2 − 16w4,b
∑
i
p4i −
1
8m24,b
p4 + · · ·
 , (9)
where matching the dispersion relation requires m2,b = m4,b = mb and w4,b = 0 [6]. In terms of the
continuum HQET vertices, the form of the RHS of Eq. (5) is the same as Eq. (8), with all superscripts
“lat” dropped.
The matching condition Eq. (5) is that the lattice HQET vertices are equal to those in the contin-
uum as follows,
Λ
lat,(0)
HQ (p + q, p) = Λ
(0)
HQ(p + q, p), Λ
lat,(1)
HQ,µ (p + q, p) = Λ
(1)
HQ,µ(p + q, p), (10)
Rlat,(0)HQ (p + q, p) = R
(0)
HQ(p + q, p), R
lat,(1)
HQ,µ (p + q, p) = R
(1)
HQ,µ(p + q, p). (11)
From the explicit expressions for Λ(lat),(0)HQ and Λ
(lat),(1)
HQ,µ , one can show that Eqs. (10) are satisfied au-
tomatically from matching the OK action [8]. This consistency is highly non-trivial. The OK action
given in Ref. [8] passes multiple consistency tests up to O(λ3). By imposing Eqs. (11) at each order
through O(λ3), we obtain a complete set of constraints to determine all the improvement parameters
di in Eq. (3).
4 Results
In summary, by matching the four-quark matrix elements of Eq. (4), the current operator defined
by the improved quark field of Eq. (3) is matched to the lattice HQET current:
Ψ¯IcΓΨ(x)Ib  h¯cU¯ clatΓU
b
lathb, (12)
where
U blat =
[
1 − 1
2m3,b
γ · D + 1
8m2
D2⊥,b
D2 +
i
8m2sB,b
Σ · B + 1
4m2
αE,b
α · E − {γ4D4,α · E}
8m3
αEE,b
− 3{γ · D, D
2}
32m3
γDD2⊥,b
− 3{γ · D, iΣ · B}
32m35,b
− {γ · D,α · E}
16m3
αrE ,b
+
[γ4D4, D2]
16m36,b
+
[γ4D4, iΣ · B]
16m37,b
+ dw1,b
∑
i
γiD3i +
dw2,b
8
[γ · D, D2]
]
,
(13)
and dwi,b = 0 and mi,b = mb are required for matching. Explicit expressions for dwi,b and mi,b are
given in Appendix B. The operators in Eq. (13) are the continuum operators of the HQET description
of lattice QCD, and the coefficients contain the lattice artifacts of the heavy quark. Although the
matching calculation via HQET is distinct from our previous calculations [12], the results for all
improvement parameters except drE (and the new coefficients d6 and d7) are the same.
The results for the improvement parameters are as follows. Two of the improvement parameters
are zero: dz3 = dzE = 0. We omit the flavor index (b or c) for notational convenience. The remaining
results are
d1 =
ζ(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
− 1
2m
, d2 =
2ζ(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
d1 − rsζ2(1 + m0) −
ζ2(1 + m0)2
m20(2 + m0)
2
+
1
4m2
, (14)
d3 = w3 − d1, dB = 2ζ(1 + m0)m0(2 + m0)d1 −
cBζ
2(1 + m0)
− ζ
2(1 + m0)2
m20(2 + m0)
2
+
1
4m2
, (15)
dE = − 2(1 + m0)ζ
m20(2 + m0)
2
− (m0 + 1)ζcE
m0(2 + m0)
+
1
2m2
, drE =
1
16m3m2αE
+
d1dE
4
− 1
16m3
, (16)
dEE =
1 + m0
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
− 14m3 + ζ(1 + m0)(m20 + 2m0 + 2)[m0(2 + m0)]3 + ζcE(1 + m0)[m0(2 + m0)]2 + (2 + 2m0 + m
2
0)cEE
m0(2 + m0)
 ,
(17)
d4 =
ζ3(m30 + 3m
2
0 + 5m0 + 3)
2m30(2 + m0)
3
+
rsζ2(3m20 + 6m0 + 4)
4m20(2 + m0)
2
+
2(1 + m0)c2
m0(2 + m0)
− (1 + m0)
2ζ2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
d1
− rsζ
4(1 + m0)
d1 +
(1 + m0)ζd2
2m0(2 + m0)
− 3
16m3
, (18)
d5 =
1
2
[
ζ3(m30 + 3m
2
0 + 5m0 + 3)
2m30(2 + m0)
3
+
cBζ2(3m20 + 6m0 + 4)
4m20(2 + m0)
2
+
2(1 + m0)c3
m0(2 + m0)
− (1 + m0)
2ζ2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
d1
− cBζ
4(1 + m0)
d1 +
(1 + m0)ζdB
2m0(2 + m0)
− 3
16m3
]
, (19)
d6 =
2(1 + m0)
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
[
− 1
16m3m2αE
+
ζ2cE
4m0(2 + m0)
− ζcEE(m
2
0 + 2m0 + 2)
2m0(1 + m0)(2 + m0)
− dE
4
(
d1 − 2ζ(1 + m0)m0(2 + m0)
)
− 1
24m2
+
1
16m3
]
, (20)
d7 =
2(1 + m0)
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
[
− 1
16m3m2αE
+
ζ2cE
4m0(2 + m0)
− ζcEE(m
2
0 + 2m0 + 2)
2m0(1 + m0)(2 + m0)
− dE
4
(
d1 − 2ζ(1 + m0)m0(2 + m0)
)
− 1
24mB
+
1
16m3
]
. (21)
The parameters d1, d2, d3, and d4 are determined by matching the zero-gluon (current) vertex.
The remaining parameters are determined by matching the one-gluon (current) vertex. The result for
d5 appears very different from that obtained from our previous matching calculation [12]. In fact the
results are identical after matching. The result for drE is modified by the addition of the d6 operator
to the improved quark field, which makes our previous calculation of drE [12] obsolete. As noted in
Ref. [12], the result for dE is different from that given in Ref. [6]. We anticipate that matching the
four-quark matrix elements via NRQCD, in analogy with the matching calculation via HQET reported
here, will yield the same results as in Ref. [6].
Finally, we note that the matching conditions yield about 150 constraints for the 13 improvement
parameters di. These constraints also involve the coefficients in the improvement terms of the OK
action. The results of the matching calculation reported here, together with the OK-action coefficients,
are consistent with all the constraints. The results of this paper are being used to calculate semileptonic
form factors for B¯ → D∗`ν¯ decay [15]. Meanwhile, additional cross checks are underway to confirm
the results.
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A Lattice HQET vertices
In this and the following section, we omit the flavor index (b or c) for convenience. The zero-gluon
vertex of the lattice HQET Lagrangian is given by
Λ
lat,(0)
HQ (p) = −
1
2m2
p2 +
1
8m34
(
p2
)2
+
1
6
w4
∑
i
p4i , (22)
and the one-gluon vertex is (−gta)Λlat,(1)HQ,µ (p + q, p), where
Λ
lat,(1)
HQ,4 (p + q, p) =
[
1 − q
2 − 2ii jkqip jΣk
8m2E
]
, (23)
Λ
lat,(1)
HQ,i (p + q, p) =
[
− i
2m2
(2pi + qi) +
1
2mB
i jkΣ jqk +
q4
8m2E
(
qi + ii jkΣ j(2pk + qk)
)
+
i(2pi + qi)
8m34
(
(p+ q)2 + p2
) − 1
8m3B′
i jkΣ jqk
(
(p+ q)2 + p2
)
+
i
6
w4(2pi + qi)
(
(pi + qi)2 + p2i
)
− i
8
wB
(
piq2 − qip · q) − 116wBi jkΣ jqkq2 − 18wBi jkq jpkΣ · (2p+ q) − 112w′Bi jkΣ jqk(q2i + q2k)
− 1
12
(w4 + w′4)i jkΣ jqk
(
(3p2i + 3piqi + q
2
i ) + (3p
2
k + 3pkqk + q
2
k)
)]
. (24)
The zero-gluon vertex of the lattice HQET flavor-changing current is
Rlat,(0)HQ (p) = 1 −
i
2m3
γ · p− 1
8m2
D2⊥
p2 +
3iγ · p
16m3
D3⊥
p2 − dw1
∑
j
iγ jp3j , (25)
and the one-gluon vertex is (−gta)Rlat,(1)HQ,µ (p + q, p), with
Rlat,(1)HQ,4 (p + q, p) = −
iγ · q
4m2αE
+
q4γ · q
8m3αEE
−
(
q2 − 2ii jkΣiq jpk)
16m3αrE
−
(
q2 + 2p · q)
16m36
, (26)
R(1)HQ,i(p + q, p) =
1
2m3
γi +
iq4
4m2αE
γi − i
8m2
D2⊥
(2pi + qi) +
i jkΣ jqk
8m2sB
− q
2
4
8m3αEE
γi
− 3
32m3
D3⊥
(
γ · (2p+ q)(2pi + qi) + (p2 + (p+ q)2)γi) − 3ii jkqk
32m35
(
Σ jγ · p+ γ · (p+ q)Σ j)
+
q4
16m3αrE
(
ii jkΣ j(2pk + qk) + qi
)
+
q4
16m36
(2pi + qi) +
q4
16m37
ii jkΣ jqk
+ dw1γi(3p2i + 3piqi + q
2
i ) +
dw2
8
(
q · (2p+ q)γi + γ · q(2pi + qi)). (27)
B Short-distance coefficients
The explicit formulas for the lattice mass parameters mi and the parameters wi which appear in
(22)-(24) are given in Ref. [8]. The other mass parameters and parameters dwi which appear in (25)-
(27) are as follows.
1
2m3
=
ζ(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
− d1, 1
4m2αE
=
(1 + m0)ζ
m20(2 + m0)
2
+
(1 + m0)ζcE
2m0(2 + m0)
+
dE
2
, (28)
1
8m2
D2⊥
= − ζ(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
d1 +
rsζ
4(1 + m0)
+
ζ2(1 + m0)2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
+
d2
2
, (29)
1
8m2sB
= − ζ(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
d1 +
cBζ
4(1 + m0)
+
ζ2(1 + m0)2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
+
dB
2
, (30)
1
16m3αrE
=
1
16m3m2αE
+
d1dE
4
− drE , (31)
1
16m3αEE
=
(1 + m0)(m20 + 2m0 + 2)ζ
4m30(2 + m0)
3
+
(1 + m0)ζcE
4m20(2 + m0)
2
+
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)cEE
4m0(2 + m0)
− (m
2
0 + 2m0 + 2)dEE
4(1 + m0)
,
(32)
3
16m3
γDD2⊥
=
ζ3(m30 + 3m
2
0 + 5m0 + 3)
2m30(2 + m0)
3
+
rsζ2(3m20 + 6m0 + 4)
4m20(2 + m0)
2
+
2(1 + m0)c2
m0(2 + m0)
− (1 + m0)
2ζ2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
d1 − rsζ4(1 + m0)d1 +
(1 + m0)ζd2
2m0(2 + m0)
− d4, (33)
3
16m35
=
ζ3(m30 + 3m
2
0 + 5m0 + 3)
2m30(2 + m0)
3
+
cBζ2(3m20 + 6m0 + 4)
4m20(2 + m0)
2
+
2(1 + m0)c3
m0(2 + m0)
− (1 + m0)
2ζ2
2m20(2 + m0)
2
d1 − cBζ4(1 + m0)d1 +
(1 + m0)ζdB
2m0(2 + m0)
− 2d5, (34)
1
16m36
=
1
16m3m2αE
− ζ
2cE
4m0(2 + m0)
+
ζcEE(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
2m0(1 + m0)(2 + m0)
+
dE
4
(
d1 − 2ζ(1 + m0)m0(2 + m0)
)
+
1
24m2
+
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
2(1 + m0)
d6, (35)
1
16m37
=
1
16m3m2αE
− ζ
2cE
4m0(2 + m0)
+
ζcEE(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
2m0(1 + m0)(2 + m0)
+
dE
4
(
d1 − 2ζ(1 + m0)m0(2 + m0)
)
+
1
24mB
+
(m20 + 2m0 + 2)
2(1 + m0)
d7, (36)
dw1 = d3 + d1 − w3, dw2 = ζ
2(rs − cB) + 2ζ(d2 − dB)(1 + m0)
m0(2 + m0)
. (37)
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